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Examination of the Oxidation and Metal-Oxide Layer Interface of a  

Cr-Nb-Ta-V-W High Entropy Alloy at Elevated Temperatures   

 

 

ABSTRACT  

The authors report on the evaluation of the oxidation and the interface microstructure of a Cr-

NbTa-V-W refractory high entropy alloy (HEA) at higher temperatures. The bulk metal-oxide 

layer interface of the Cr-Nb-Ta-V-W HEA was exposed to temperatures of 700 and 800oC in air 

and examined in the oxidized state. Combined in-situ X-ray diffraction coupled with ex-situ 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) analyses 

confirm the five different phases which were previously identified in this alloy. The microstructure 

near the interface was studied for an indication of selective oxidation of this alloy. Oxidized 

samples at 700 and 800oC were studied to evaluate the differences in oxide composition and 

morphology at interface and surface layer. SEM was employed to evaluate the physical structure 

of the interface and oxide surface layer, while EDS and X-ray color mapping was utilized to 

characterize the elemental composition of the bulk metal and oxide layers. Cracking and porosity 

were found along the interface layer which grew directionally outward. Two main oxides were 

identified: a W-based oxide with a needle-like structure and a Cr-Ta oxide with a granular structure 

that was primarily found in clusters.  
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1. Introduction  

As service conditions become more severe and push the limits of what materials can operate 

in, the demand for innovative materials that can withstand said conditions continues to grow. High 

temperature applications are showing to be an emerging field in materials systems, specifically in 



the power generation and nuclear industries. It has become crucial that component materials bear 

excellent high temperature properties. A relatively new alloying concept was originally proposed 

by Yeh et al. [1-4] termed high entropy alloys (HEAs), has shown promising results. The objective 

was to create a new approach to alloy design, focusing on systems with multiple principal elements 

in equimolar or near-equimolar ratios rather than one principal element as the matrix. The alloy 

system is defined as one containing at least five elements in equiatomic proportion. Various 

reviews are found in literature [5-8].  

Many HEAs have demonstrated having exceptional properties, which include excellent 

strength [9], high corrosion resistance and fracture strength [10], and thermal stability [11] since 

being proposed. For a BCC-structured AlCoCrFeNiTix system, the alloy displayed excellent 

strength at room temperature [12]. A compressive yield strength of over 3 GPa was achieved, along 

with excellent plastic strain properties. The ability to achieve impressive mechanical properties 

prompted further research into elevated temperature studies. A study of a Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi HEA 

demonstrated the effects of temperature on mechanical properties [13]. The HEA exhibited a 

decrease in strength and hardness with an increase in temperature. Because high temperature 

properties are vital for many of these HEAs, this gave rise to the concept of refractory HEAs [14] 

originally proposed by Senkov et al.   

The objective of refractory HEA research is to create a class of materials primarily based on 

refractory element constituents such as Mo, Ta, W, Nb, and V [14]. The motive for using refractory 

elements is because of their high melting temperatures, which would be well utilized in high 

temperature service conditions. Within the past decade, several studies have been done to further 

investigate many of these HEAs. For example, Senkov et al. [15-16] reported the mechanical 

properties and microstructures of different refractory HEAs. They found that both the  

Nb25Mo25Ta25W25 and V20Nb20Mo20Ta20W20 alloys exhibit good plastic flow with compressive 

strain. Further CALPHAD simulations were performed on a senary HEA of CrxMoNbTaVW 

composition [17] which found that the calculated enthalpy of mixing increased strongly with an 

increase in Cr content. This subsequently destabilized the BCC phase that was identified. Several 



HEAs have proven to be useful at high temperatures because of their high strength [15-16] and 

microstructural stability [18] at elevated temperatures, however the oxidation behavior on many 

of the alloy systems has not been investigated in great detail.   

The present work aims to investigate the bulk metal-oxide layer interface of a Cr-Nb-Ta-V-W 

refractory HEA. The HEA was subjected to in-situ x-ray diffraction at temperatures up to 800oC 

to determine oxidation patterns. A cross-sectional examination of the interface was conducted to 

show any indications of selective oxidation and evaluate the microstructure near the interface. The 

surface layer of the oxide was also analyzed for a full chemical and physical oxide analysis. Thus, 

as presented and discussed in this paper, combined in-situ structural and ex-situ microstructure, 

chemical analyses allowed us to examine, validate and confirm the oxide phases and the alloyoxide 

interface microstructure.   

  

2. Materials and Methods  

  

2.1. Cr-Nb-Ta-V-W HEAs   

Characterization was performed on 5 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm cubes of equiatomic Cr-Nb-TaV-

W high entropy alloy. The cubes of Cr-Nb-Ta-V-W HEAs were procured from Plasma Materials 

Inc. (Livermore, California, USA) and were made by arc melting using metals of at least three 

nines purity. The as-received samples were cubes which were prepared with 5 mm edges by 

electrical discharge machining (EDM).  Two cubes were supplied in a pre-oxidized state having 

been heat treated at 700 and 800°C respectively for 24 hours.  These samples were subjected to 

cross sectional SEM and EDS measurements.  The third cube was supplied untreated and was 

subjected to high temperature XRD measurements to determine oxide growth patterns. Two 

separate samples were also oxidized for 48 hours, one at 700oC and one at 800oC, so that the surface 

oxide layer could be examined. Samples were oxidized in a Sentrotech furnace with computer-

controlled heating and cooling cycles for isothermal heating. A heating rate of 10oC per minute 



was utilized up to the selected oxidation temperature. The samples were then cooled to room 

temperature inside the furnace.  

2.2. Metallographic Sample Preparation   

Cross sectional analysis of the pre heat-treated samples was facilitated by the use of 

precision cut-off machines set to a cutting rate of 0.005 mm/s, utilizing an abrasive cutting disk.  

Before cutting, the samples were stabilized using a two-component epoxy adhesive.  The purpose 

of the adhesive is to fill any open gaps and provide more stability when cutting, grinding, and 

polishing the sample. Previous attempts to cut the sample without reinforcement led to separation 

of the oxide from the remaining metal core. The samples, cut through the primary part of the CMAS 

melt/coating interface, was kept upright via metal clips and hot-embedded in electrically 

conductive synthetic embedding material (Struers, Polyfast).  Embedding was performed at 180°C 

for 6 minutes while pressure was increased from 50N to 75N after 3 min.  Following an additional 

6 minutes, the sample was water cooled before removal. completed by with standard 

metallographic preparation procedures.  The samples were polished using a series of diamond discs 

ranging from 220 grit to 8 µm, followed with an alcoholic diamond suspension, then a Al2O3 oxide 

suspension (Masterprep), before completing a final cleaning with detergent and water for 20 

minutes.  All polishing was done with an applied pressure of 10 N.  A thin platinum layer was 

applied via sputtering for 30 seconds before beginning SEM analysis to prevent charging effects. 

For the non-heat-treated sample, preparation was limited to cutting the cube in half using the 

appropriate cutting procedures.so it would fit within the confines of the XRD sample holder and 

using a 220 grit polishing disk to even out the sample surface for mounting.    

2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS)  

Microstructural analysis of the pre-oxidized samples was undertaken using scanning 

electron microscopy (DSM Ultra 55, Carl Zeiss NTS) which had been equipped with an energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system (Inca, Oxford Instruments).  The energy selective 

backscatter (AsB) electron detector was also used to provide topographical clarity.  EDS elemental 

mapping, in conjunction with area and spot analysis of the captured images was done to determine 



the chemical composition of the final oxides, transition layer, and remaining metallic structure of 

the samples.    

To observe the oxidized surface layer, scanning electron microscopy was performed with 

a Hitachi SU 3500 using the backscattered electron and secondary electron mode. The 

compositions of the oxides were determined by EDS with the use of x-ray color mapping to allow 

for the determination of elements.  

2.4. High Temperature X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)  

To understand the oxide evolution of the high entropy alloy at elevated temperatures, the 

non-oxidized alloy sample was measured in a high temperature XRD system (Bruker).  In order to 

maintaining consistency with previously conducted experiments, and to allow for a direct 

comparison with the two pre-oxidized samples, the alloy was heated to a maximum temperature of 

800°C with a heating rate of 10°/min.  Measurements were taken at 100°C intervals starting at 

100°C and continuing through 800°C.  At each interval the temperature was kept constant for 20 

minutes to allow for stabilization before actual measurements commenced for 30 minutes.  With 

final measurements complete the sample was air cooled to room temperature.  

  

3. Results and Discussion  

  

3.1 Cross-Sectional Bulk Metal-Oxide Interface - SEM  

The SEM cross-section of the bulk metal-oxide layer interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC 

can be seen in Figure 1. EDS spot analysis was performed to estimate the composition of different 

areas. Medium gray areas are visible within the bulk metal that are identified as phase three which 

consists of Cr rich structure containing a mixture of a Ta-Cr solid solution and a Laves phase VTa2 

previously identified [18]. This is confirmed by EDS is the area marked B. Some cracking and 

porosity is visible within the phase. A darker grey area is visible within the phase, marked A, is 

determined to be a Ta-rich oxide and was confirmed with EDS performed. Figure 1 includes the 

elemental analysis indicating the presence of this Ta-rich oxide. An area marked as C further 



confirms the presence of the phase three previously described, which contains a large amount of 

cracking throughout the structure. The oxide layer itself shows to be non-uniform with evidence 

of porosity and cracking throughout the layer near the interface. An area marked D is within the 

oxide layer is a mixture of all of the elements, but mostly of a W and Ta oxide formation. The 

large, dark pore near the bottom left-hand corner of the image is representative of a VOx pore [19] 

identified in an NbCrMoTiVAl0.5 alloy. These were found to have most likely formed as a result 

of fusion or volatilization of a V2O5 oxide. A low melting point of V2O5 at 670oC [20] is likely to 

have been a contributing factor to this.  

Figure 2 confirms the presence of the phases found in [18] including a W rich phase, a cloudy 

Nb rich phase in solid solution with V, Cr, and Ta and a Cr phase in solid solution with Ta. 

Tantalum appears to cluster around chromium rich areas. Both elements appear to stay in solution 

in the bulk metal and do have a strong presence in the oxide layer, which is evident in the EDS 

color mapping. Cracking and voids are present at the boundary of the interface which grow upward 

into the oxide layer and are indicated in Figure 2. Tungsten and V appear the most in the oxide 

layer, indicating that these are the first to oxidize. Figure 3 illustrates the nonuniformity of the 

oxide layer, which appears as a thick porous layer. The large pores can be linked to the presence 

of W and Ta in the oxide layer in areas near each other because of the difference in coefficient of 

thermal expansion (CTE) [21,22]. When there is a large difference in CTE, one oxide may cool 

faster, which in this case is W, and causes a difference in contraction leaving a void space. In this  

case, W has a CTE of approximately 4.8x10-6, while Ta has a CTE of approximately 6.7x10-6. 

Tungsten appears vertically in the oxide layer, indicating an upward directional growth of the oxide 

layer. This is visible through the EDS color mapping where strings of W appear throughout the 

layer. Ta clusters around neighboring regions of W in the oxide layer. Clusters of a W-Ta oxide 

appear above the surface layer and within some of the large pores, which is highlighted in the color 

mapping. Nb, Cr, and V appear to remain in solution in the bulk metal, with the exception of Cr 

which appears in small amounts throughout the oxide layer. Figure 4 shows the thickness of the 

grown oxide layer, which shows large variation along the surface. The thickness ranges from 391.2 

μm to 461.1 μm. This thickness measurement less than measured of the alloy CrMoNbTaV, which 



ranged from 530 μm to 1132 μm, though these measurements were taken at temperatures in the 

range of 900oC to 1100oC [23].  

The cross-section of the interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC is shown in Figure 5. A 

significant amount of porosity and separation appears at the interface which was similar to what 

was seen at 700oC, possibly due to the occurrence of spallation. The porosity is once again believed 

to be a result of a V-oxide which melted or the difference in CTE. No single element appears to 

predominate in the oxide layer, though there are areas of a Cr-rich and W-rich oxide dispersed 

throughout. Figure 6 shows a similar oxide layer to that at 700oC, which is non-uniform and porous 

in nature. V appears in small clusters, closer to the interface area. Very little V is seen near the 

surface of the oxide layer. W again shows a linear, directional upward growth from the interface. 

Cr appears in clusters spread relatively evenly throughout the oxide layer. Nb and Ta do not appear 

heavily throughout the oxide layer, however Ta remains in the bulk metal right below the interface. 

Figure 7 shows the thickness of the oxide layer, which is relatively even. The thickness was 

measured in the range from 1.313 mm to 1.379 mm which is comparable to the results found in 

[23].  

3.2 Surface Analysis - SEM  

Additional surface analysis of the oxide layers was performed to examine the morphology and 

chemical composition of the oxides which were grown at 700oC and 800oC 48 hours in order to 

compare with the cross-section analysis. At both temperatures, the oxides show a similar physical 

morphology, however the oxide layer is more dense at the 800oC sample.   

Figure 8 shows the top surface of the 700oC sample. Evidently, a very porous oxide, spread 

throughout the surface can be seen. There are two prominent oxides present, one of a Ta-Cr oxide 

with some trace amounts of Nb. The oxide has a granular structure which surround a large pore. 

Extending out of the oxides are the beginnings of W-oxide whiskers. The other main oxide present 

are thin, W-oxide whiskers which grow outwards and appear as the lighter structures in the image. 

This is the most prominent oxide present on the top surface of the oxide layer.  



The 800oC sample can be seen in Figure 9. The structure is very similar to that of the 700oC 

sample, however the oxides are more dense and there is less porosity. The most prominent oxide 

present is once again a W-oxide. They are once again whisker-like, but longer than what was seen 

on the previous sample. This is indicative that the oxides grow in size with an increase in 

temperature. The granular Ta-Cr oxide is once again present, but shows indications of the 

whiskerlike oxides growing out of them. Both of the images utilized EDS to confirm the chemical 

compositions of the oxides. These results may shed some light on the effectiveness of refractory 

metals in the HEA composition towards surface as well as interface oxidation of the alloy. 

Although the oxidation rates of pure refractory metals, W, Ta and Nb, are very high at much higher 

temperatures than those employed in this work, the observed trends and differences at 700-800oC 

in these HEAs can be still accountable to their respective oxide formation or growth mechanisms. 

Undoubtedly, as evident in SEM and EDS analyses, all of the metals in the HEA oxidize and form 

their respective solid oxides. However, the outward growth of W-oxide, which also is the most 

prominent oxide present on the top surface of the oxide layer as indicated by the SEM and EDS 

analyses, may be due to higher oxidation rate of W compared to Nb and Ta. Such contrast was also 

noted in the high-temperature oxidation behavior of a family of refractory high-entropy alloys 

(HEAs) with compositions of W–Mo–Cr–Ti–Al, Nb–Mo–Cr–Ti–Al and Ta–Mo–Cr–Ti–Al [24].   

  

3.3 Oxide Growth - High Temperature XRD   

In-situ high temperature XRD was performed on an unoxidized sample with 100oC increments 

up to 800oC to understand the oxide growth with increasing temperature. Figure 10 shows the XRD 

data stacked vertically in terms of varying temperature. At 100oC, there are little to no indications 

of oxide growth. The main peaks identified are of metal compounds, with the exception of Cr, 

which did not appear as a peak for any compounds. This continues as the temperature increases up 

till 500oC. There are small peaks of different V-oxides, indicating that V is the first element to 

oxidize. The peaks of V-oxides change from V3O7 and V14O6  to VO2 at 600oC, indicating that 

more oxygen is introduced into the system at higher temperatures. There is no indication of any 

proven type of protective oxides previously identified [25] including CrTaO4 and Cr2O3. At 700oC 



peaks of NbO2 and WO3 appear, for which they are then identified again at 800oC. Nb2O5 peaks 

also appear at this temperature, though this was not found in the cross section of the sample. None 

of the identified peaks are considered protective oxides, indicating that oxygen is able to diffuse 

into the material faster and explains for the more dense oxide layer at higher temperatures.   

The SEM and EDS analysis performed in conjunction with the in-situ analysis provided further 

insight how this material oxidizes, and the oxide layer forms. The XRD results picked up V oxide 

peaks forming at lower temperatures; however this did not appear in the cross-sectional or oxide 

surface layers. This is most likely due to the low melting point of V oxides that create porous 

structures. Because the sample was only held at temperature for 20 minutes during the in-situ XRD, 

this most likely did not allow enough time for the oxide to melt and allowed for the detection of 

the V oxides, but when held for longer periods, the oxide was able to melt and was not detected in 

the image analysis but rather left large pores throughout the structure. Tungsten appeared 

throughout the oxide layer and at the surface at both 700oC and 800oC, which explains for the 

detection of WO3. This is the elongated, whisker-like oxide found at the surface and vertically 

throughout the cross-sectional layer.  

4. Conclusions  

The oxide layer-bulk metal interface of a high entropy alloy was examined to further 

understand if there is any selective oxidation which occurs, the way in which oxides grow outward 

from the metal, and to characterize the morphology and compositions of the surface layer of the 

oxide layer. The key findings in this study are summarized as following:  

1. No specific indications of selective oxidation was found along the interface, though 

there is some Ta-oxide that agglomerates near the interface. A significant amount of 

cracking and porosity was also found along the interface. Previous microstructures of 

this alloy compositions were confirmed, including the five phases previously  

indicated.   



2. Many of the oxides cluster within the oxide layer. The only exception to this is W, 

which grows outward vertically within the layer. No protective oxides were found, 

which explains the dense structure of the oxide layer at a higher temperature.   

3. A Cr-Ta oxide of a granular morphology. There were trace amounts of Nb found within 

the oxide. A W- oxide was also found, as a long, whisker-like morphology. This was 

thought to be WO3 based on the XRD results.   
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Figure Captions  

Figure 1: SEM cross section of bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in SE 

mode. The boundary line between the bulk metal and oxide layer is indicated by the red arrow. 

Cracking and porosity is visible just below and within the oxide interface. Local EDS analysis 

was also performed in four areas noted on the figure. The atomic percentage of each element is 

outlined in the corresponding table.   

Figure 2: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in BSE mode with EDS 

color mapping. Various phases appear in solution within the bulk metal, while W and V are the 

main constituents which appear in the oxide layer. Voids at the boundary layer that grow into the 

oxide layer are indicated in the figure.  

Figure 3: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in the BSE mode with 

corresponding EDS color mapping. Significant amounts of porosity are visible within the oxide 

layer. Lighter W oxides are present in the oxide layer as the lighter vertical areas in the layer with 



small clusters of Ta in neighboring regions. An area of W-Ta clusters appear above the surface of 

the oxide layer and in regions between the voids.  

Figure 4: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in the BSE mode indicating 

the thickness of the oxide layer.   

Figure 5: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the SE mode with large, 

prominent pores just above the interface.   

Figure 6: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the BSE mode with EDS 

color mapping. Large, porous areas are visible throughout the oxide layer. Clusters of Cr are 

dispersed throughout the oxide layer. Strings of W with vertical upward growth in the layer are 

also dispersed throughout the oxide layer.  

Figure 7: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the BSE mode indicating 

the thickness of the oxide layer.   

Figure 8: Surface of the oxide layer at 700oC in the BSE mode. The two main oxides are visible, 

the granular Cr-Ta oxide and the whisker-like W oxide.  

Figure 9: Surface of the oxide layer of the 800oC sample in the BSE mode. The granules of the 

Cr-Ta oxide have become more defined, while the W oxide has become more needle-like and is 

more prominent.  

Figure 10: In-situ x-ray diffraction data of the HEAs.  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

Figure List:  

  

Figure 5: SEM cross section of bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in SE 

mode. The boundary line between the bulk metal and oxide layer is indicated by the red arrow. 

Cracking and porosity is visible just below and within the oxide interface. Local EDS analysis 

was also performed in four areas noted on the figure. The atomic percentage of each element is 

outlined in the corresponding table.   

  

  

  



  

Figure 6: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in BSE mode with EDS 

color mapping. Various phases appear in solution within the bulk metal, while W and V are the 

main constituents which appear in the oxide layer. Voids at the boundary layer that grow into the 

oxide layer are indicated in the figure.  



 

Figure 7: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in the BSE  

  

mode with corresponding EDS color mapping. Significant amounts of porosity are 
 

visible within the oxide layer. Lighter W oxides are present in the oxide layer as the 

lighter vertical areas in the layer   with small clusters of Ta in neighboring 

regions. An area of W-Ta clusters appear above the surface of the oxide layer and in 

regions between the voids.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

Figure 8: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 700oC in the BSE  

  

mode indicating the thickness of the oxide layer.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Figure 5: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the SE mode with large, 

prominent pores just above the interface.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Figure 6: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the BSE mode with EDS 

color mapping. Large, porous areas are visible throughout the oxide layer. Clusters of Cr are 

dispersed throughout the oxide layer. Strings of W with vertical upward growth in the layer are 

also dispersed throughout the oxide layer.  



  

Figure 7: Bulk metal-oxide interface of the oxidized sample at 800oC in the BSE mode indicating 

the thickness of the oxide layer.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Figure 8: Surface of the oxide layer at 700oC in the BSE mode. The two main oxides are visible, 

the granular Cr-Ta oxide and the whisker-like W oxide.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Figure 9: Surface of the oxide layer of the 800oC sample in the BSE mode. The granules of the 

Cr-Ta oxide have become more defined, while the W oxide has become more needle-like and is 

more prominent.  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Figure 10: In-situ x-ray diffraction data of the HEAs.  
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